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Executive summary. 
Life insurers and pension funds have long liabilities with payments that, disregarding new business, are 

known in time and value and that are not materially affected by market conditions. The cashflows that 

are due matter, and not their present value. To guarantee their payment and reward stakeholders along 

the way assets are invested for the long term of the runoff. Long term expected returns of the assets is 

here modelled as a constant spread plus an interest rate contribution. Risk is modelled by the usual 

covariance framework. We compare the merits of allocations made up from a small representative set 

of assets. Problem is that “better” requires a trade-off between the total return over the whole runoff 

and the risk of running out of assets before all dues are paid and this while abiding regulatory and other 

constraints. Even for a stable allocation with known liabilities many variables interplay. We propose a 

framework that captures the whole runoff in a single return and risk measure that stay constant over 

the whole runoff. This way the company has an easily interpreted white-box view of the risk and the 

capital management flexibility that an allocation entails. How all depends on the underlying 

assumptions, the reactions to stresses and the robustness of results can also be verified easily.  

Applied to current market conditions risk is clearly reduced by reducing asset duration by diversifying 

into higher yielding assets, irrespective of the pattern of the liabilities. Return also benefits from shorter 

duration in most market scenarios and in the other cases the benefits of longer duration are small 

compared to their drawbacks in most scenarios. Diversify for instance into Private Debt, Mortgages, 

High Yield Short Duration bonds, Infrastructure Investment Funds and other assets from the proceeds of 

selling long term Investment Grade bonds or Government bonds to the extent that the Solvency II ratio 

allows. Duration reduction by swaps is of no avail because not duration itself is the problem but rather 

the insufficient yield of long-term Investment Grade and Government bonds.  

For insurers an additional message is that the Solvency II Ratio is misleading to evaluate risk. By ignoring 

asset returns and by its short term view this ratio is currently negatively correlated to the real long-term 

economic risk for a given company. This means that an asset allocation optimized for a lower Solvency 

ratio tends to be less risky in the range of reasonable ratios.  
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Introduction 
An insurer receives client money and contracts to pay back over a long future, up to thirty years or 

more. The insurer has to invest over a long term with low risk so that payment of the liabilities is 

guaranteed. Excess gains can be distributed among stakeholders or invested in the company. How best 

to invest with low risk to future liability payments in the current low rate environment? 

Common practice is to reduce interest rate risk by an asset duration close to liabilities duration. This 

only reduces the risk on present value and requires assets whose price mechanically reacts to interest 

rate changes. Present value of liabilities is an artifact because liabilities are illiquid and only the payment 

of the future cashflows, set in time and value, is real. 

We present a return-risk framework that centers on servicing these future cashflows and that also 

guides on distributions to stakeholders over the years until all liabilities are paid. Analysis using this 

framework shows a preference for more diversified asset allocations with higher yielding but riskier 

assets than allocations that are suggested by classic mean-variance optimization. It also shows that 

duration matching does not reduce risk and that now is a good time to reduce asset duration.  Solvency 

II regulation is a short-term constraint and itself incites to reduce duration of risky assets. 

We elaborate this framework and discuss what incites to reduce duration by selling long term bonds. 

The method addresses the question where the balance lies for an insurer that has to consider risk to 

future payments, regulation like SCR, return to stakeholders, duration, annual income, liquidity, stability 

of income, fiscal regulation, peer pressure and client expectations. Following examples illustrate some 

choices faced. Before turning to calculation results it is good to consider them with common sense. 

First. Consider a thirty year Belgian government bond (30yBE) or an investment in the JPM Infrastructure 

Investment Fund (IIF). 30yBE yields 0.65% End January 2020, about 1% below BE core inflation and the 

ECB’s inflation target. It effectively adds duration. IIF yields above 5% cash plus an expected capital 

accrual of 2%, say 7% annually, with volatility of only a few percent. Three quarters of IIF’s returns are 

contractual over twenty years plus and IIF is globally diversified what makes it economically a low risk 

investment. What should the insurer prefer? Theoretically, as private equity, IIF has no duration while in 

practice it compares to a 5% perpetual that has a duration of 20 years with the fund’s accrual as a 

bonus. To complicate matters Solvency II considers the 30yBE risk-free with zero Solvency Capital 

Requirement (SCR). IIF as infrastructure private equity has 37% SCR. Over the longer run IIF by its yield 

looks safer to pay liabilities and to provide an extra to stakeholders than the 30yBE with negative real 

yield. SCR is here clearly a limiting constraint. 

Second. We hold 30yBE at 2.5% book yield so that its present value is around 150%. Should we sell to 

reinvest the 150% in 30y Dutch Mortgages yielding 2% thus raising immediately our annual income 

while SCR barely rises. This 2.5% coupon 30yBE generates future cashflows of 175 of which 100 is 

released in year 30. In mortgages future cashflows rise to 233 released linearly over the 30 years while 

duration halves and illiquidity rises. By reinvesting the 233 much more cashflow can be generated over 

the 30 years. Fiscally it could be unattractive to realize 50% on 30yBE this single year but in Belgium 
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these profits can be set aside to use over future years. The mortgages certainly look more attractive if 

the liquidity can be spared. 

Third. If the 37% SCR of IIF or the illiquidity of mortgages is a problem then the 30yBE proceeds can be 

reinvested in high yield short duration bonds with SCR barely above 5% and yield pickup including 

expected losses of 1% for a more conservative EUR mandate or up to 4% for smaller niche markets like 

the Nordics. Duration is lost but liquidity preserved. Future cashflows rise substantially but are more 

volatile. 

Three options that each look more promising than 30yBE for different reasons. But in practice the 

government bonds will dominate in most insurance portfolios. Is this rational? 

Asset Set, Allocations and Return and Risk Assumptions 

Asset set. 

With an asset universe of a few relevant assets we analyze the merits of duration matching, runoff risk 

and stakeholder return. 

• BG3, BG9, BG15: Belgian Government Bonds as proxy for EUR govies and with duration groups 

Short (1-3y), Long (7-10y) and Very Long (15y). 

• BC2, BC11: Investment Grade Corporate Bonds grouped by Short (1-3y) and Long (10+) 

• BHE, BHN: High Yield Short Duration Bonds with only short duration because the SCR of longer 

duration is too costly. BHE is modelled on a conservative low-SCR EUR mandate while BHN is 

modelled on a Nordic bond fund hedged to EUR. BHN serves as an example of a higher-yielding 

low-duration semi-liquid alternative even if this is a small market with capacity constraints. 

• MOR: Dutch Mortgages as an often-used asset class to add duration at low SCR cost. The Dutch 

market is more attractive than that of neighboring countries and readily investable solutions are 

ample. 

• DE: Private Debt funds, especially non-senior like unitranche or mezzanine, are a sweet spot in 

the Solvency II regulation offering fairly predictable returns of 7% plus for non-rated debt with 

durations typically below 5y. 

• IIF: Infrastructure Investment Fund, a private equity infrastructure fund that serves as an 

example of funds with very attractive economic return/risk ratios but where regulatory risk 

(SCR) is much higher than economically warranted. 

• RE: Real Estate is usual in an insurance portfolio but more difficult to model, invest and manage. 

Return and volatility here are for listed real estate. Well managed real property has better 

return-risk but lower liquidity. 

• SEH, SE: Listed Equity is also a usual asset but nowadays needs put-overlays or other SCR 

reducing hedges. SEH is the put-Hedged version of SE that we use in allocations. 

Table 1 lists their the key assumptions that are described in the next section.   
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Table 1: List of assets.  
Expected Return(t) = RET + BASE*SwapRate(LIF,t) with annual volatility STD typical for freely traded 
bonds (AFS). LMIN-LMAX is the reinvestment period. SCR per market risk item. Correlation matrix. 

 

Expected Returns. 

Given the importance of interest rates we model expected return for investment in year T as a time 

independent spread RET plus an interest rate dependent part as: 

ExpRet(T) = RET + BASE * SwapRate(LIFE , T ) 

SwapRate (LIFE, T) is the swap rate at year T for maturity LIFE. Any set of forward rates can be used with 

shocks applied in any future year. BASE, the interest rate dependency weight, in our modelling can take 

values of 0 to 1 by step 0.25 but gets value 0 or 1 for most assets. BASE and LIFE are set by testing the 

robustness of the regression against SwapRates for all maturities. In most cases the resulting LIFE 

matches the intuitive choice. Spread RET is set by combining statistical analysis of historical data with a 

consequent and analytical summary of long-term expectations of many institutes to obtain a consistent 

coherent set.  

Expected Risk. 

Asset prices are modelled in the usual way as having log-normally distributed growth factors, shortly 

called Return, with a time independent Standard Deviation STD, shortly called Risk, and a correlation 

matrix COR so that the standard deviation of an asset mix weighted by vector W is given by the root of 

W*STD*COR*STD*W. 

We will calculate asset cashflows over the whole range of the probability distribution, in practice from 

one in thousand worst markets to the one in ten best. Average expected is labelled P50 for cumulative 

Probability 50% and the one in hundred worst market case is labelled P1. ExpRet(T) above is in full 

ExpRet(T)P50. 

We can use a second covariance matrix that excludes interest rate risk from STD and COR to model 

coupons and dividends independently from asset prices, but here we use the same covariance matrix. 

asset ret rmin rmaxstd sminsmaxlif lminlmaxbase SCRst BG3 BG9 BG15 BC2 BC11 BHE BHN MOR DE IIF RE SEH SE Asset Type

BG3 0.1 -0 0.3 1.5 1 2 3 1 3 1 I :-0.1:S:0.0 1 0.74 0.74 0.79 0.56 0.1 0.42 0.55 0.26 0.1 0.35 0.1 0.09 GovBond BE short dur (1-3)

BG9 0 -1 0.5 4.7 4 6 9 7 10 1 I :-2.3:S:0.0 0.74 1 1 0.6 0.86 0.1 0.3 0.89 0.12 0.1 0.47 0.18 0.14 GovBond BE long dur (7-10)

BG15 0 -1 0.8 9 6 12 15 10 20 1 I :-4:S:0.0 0.74 1 1 0.6 0.86 0.1 0.3 0.89 0.12 0.1 0.47 0.18 0.14 GovBond BE very long dur (15)

BC2 0.2 -0 0.5 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 I :-0:S:3.0 0.79 0.6 0.6 1 0.61 0.75 0.75 0.36 0.65 0.1 0.42 0.37 0.39 CorpBonds EUR IG short (1-3)

BC11 0.5 0 1 7.6 6 8 11 10 19 1 I :-3:S:17.5 0.56 0.86 0.86 0.61 1 0.46 0.46 0.81 0.32 0.1 0.55 0.32 0.29 CorpBonds EUR IG long dur (10+)

BHE 1 0 2 4 2 6 1 0 2 1 I :-1:S:6 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.75 0.46 1 0.75 0.2 0.96 0.1 0.56 0.69 0.71 HYSD bonds EUR

BHN 4.5 2.5 8 6 5 8 2 1 3 1 I :-1:S:4:H:2 0.42 0.3 0.3 0.75 0.46 0.75 1 0.07 0.96 0.1 0.56 0.69 0.71 HYSD bonds Nordic

MOR 1 0.5 1.3 6 5 8 12 1 30 1 I :-3:S:4 0.55 0.89 0.89 0.36 0.81 0.2 0.07 1 0.1 0.1 0.34 0.04 0.04 DutchMortgages

DE 7 4 10 15 7 18 4 7 0 I :-0:S:21.0 0.26 0.12 0.12 0.65 0.32 0.96 0.96 0.1 1 0.1 0.48 0.67 0.69 Private Debt funds (high yield)

IIF 6 5 7 4 2 7 25 25 25 1 H:36.6 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 1 0.1 0.1 0.1 JPM Infrastructure Investment Fund

RE 4.5 4 5.5 17 16 20 10 1 P:25 0.35 0.47 0.47 0.42 0.55 0.56 0.56 0.34 0.48 0.1 1 0.68 0.68 Real Estate Investment Trust Europe

SEH 5.5 5 7 14 12 17 0 E:20.0 0.1 0.18 0.18 0.37 0.32 0.69 0.69 0.04 0.67 0.1 0.68 1 0.99 EuroStoxx50 PRICE index +put20%

SE 6 4.5 7.5 18 15 23 0 E:39.0 0.09 0.14 0.14 0.39 0.29 0.71 0.71 0.04 0.69 0.1 0.68 0.99 1 EuroStoxx50 total return
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If for Investment Grade (IG) government bonds we exclude the possibility of default, like Solvency II 

does, the risk comes from price variation due to interest rate or spread volatility and decreases with 

duration to zero at maturity. If maturing govies exactly pay liabilities, so if cashflows MATCH, then the 

risk of govies can be considered zero as STD=0. When govies are Held To Maturity (HTM) but need to be 

reinvested, then at the time of reinvestment they are fully exposed to the cumulative interest rate 

change over the time span they took to mature, and so fully exposed to interest rate risk. STD in table 1 

is typical for bonds freely traded like the other assets, called further Available For Sale or AFS. Given the 

importance of bonds for insurers that sometimes pursue the MATCH, HTM or AFS approach we calculate 

also with STD values that reflect this MATCH and HTM approach. These STD are listed in Table 2. Short 

term bonds get no reduction because they need to be reinvested too frequently to cover long term 

liabilities except for MATCH where their amount is limited to the short-term liabilities. IG corporates 

also have reduced STD for MATCH or HTM, be it not zero for MATCH given a residual risk of default. For 

short term HY bonds, that are often floating rate, the risk of default and spread change at reinvestment 

prevails and no distinction between MATCH, HTM or AFS is warranted. Note that the return distribution 

for bonds is asymmetric with the upside capped by never returning more than the contractual coupons 

and principals that upon default can be partially lost. The center of their distribution is driven rather 

normally by interest and spread movements. This aspect is disregarded because we are mainly 

interested in the lower half of the distribution, so P0 to P50, that governs the risk of asset cashflows 

unable to pay all liabilities. STD and COR are set to reflect this risky half of the distribution.   

Table 2: reduced bond risk STD for MATCH and HTM approaches. 
See table 1 for column headers. Reduced STD for cash-flow-matching (MATCH) and hold-to-maturity 
approach (HTM) as compared to actively traded bonds (AFS) 

 

Allocations and return-risk statistics. 

Table 3 shows statistics for the single assets of table 1 and for some allocations to analyze duration 

matching and diversification. Duration “dur” of the assets is in the second column. Allocation BCEQ 

(BondsCorporate-EQuity) is for reference the fifty-fifty bond-equity allocation. MSBE (Multi-asset Short 

Bond-Equity) and MLBE are allocations with classic insurance assets of rather Short and Long duration. 

MSAA (Multi-asset Short Alternative Assets) and MLAA add more alternative assets to the Short and 

Long allocations and MSAO (Multi-asset Short Alternative Optimized) is a further optimized allocation 

with duration still quite shorter than the typical liabilities duration of 10 years or more. Assets with 

rather short duration colour green and longer duration pink. “duration for 100%” is the overall duration 

approach

asset ret std smin smax std smin smax std smin smax lif lmin lmax base

BG3 0.1 1.5 1 2 0 0 1 1.5 1 2 3 1 3 1

BG9 0 4.7 4 5.5 0 0 3 2.4 2 5 9 7 10 1

BG15 0 9 6 12 0 0 6 3 2 6 15 10 20 1

BC2 0.2 1 0.8 1.4 0.5 0.4 0.7 1 0.8 1.4 2 1 3 1

BC11 0.5 7.6 5.7 8.4 4 3 5 5 4 6 11 10 19 1

MOR 1 6 5 8 3 2 4 4 3 6 12 1 30 1

DE 7 15 6.5 18 9 5 12 10 6 14 4 7 0

AFS MATCH HTM
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of the allocation including assets without duration considered as zero. “duration for dur.assets” is the 

duration of the allocation including only assets with duration. Risk “STD” in the yellow rows is 

independent of any return assumption. STD is also shown for the HTM and MATCH approach of table 2, 

for other correlation matrices (all correlations one, all correlations replaced by their square root, all 

zero), for the risk assumptions in Solvency II’s standard model, and for the highest “worst” and lowest 

“best” risk assumptions “smax” and “smin” of table 1. Expected return for “worst” and “best” return 

assumptions “rmin” and “rmax” are also included at the bottom of the table. Expected return for the 

Solvency II standard model is always zero. 

Returns depend on the forward interest rate set that is used and the numbers of table 3 are mostly for 

our base set 19M, the End 2019 Market swap rates, of which an extract is shown in table 4. “RE(0)” is 

the medium term expected return as usual calculated as the weighted sum W*ExpRet(T). RE(0) is 

smaller than RE(10) because over the next 10 years rates are expected to rise and so the expected 

return of rate dependent assets reinvested in 10 years is higher, except for BG15 and BC11 that are not 

yet reinvested by then. RE1(0) is the return estimate over the first year (time 0 to 1) that takes for 

duration assets the effect of rate changes on asset prices into account. RE1(2), the value change from 

End Year 2 to End Year 3, will for a 10-year bond at the end of year 2 add the coupon income to the price 

change due to the interest rate change for the then 9-year bond. A stress-test with an upward rate 

shock shows in RE1(T) the negative price effect on bonds at the time of shock, while RE(T) only reflects 

Held-To-Maturity returns and does not show lower returns around the shock but only higher returns 

after reinvestment in the future. As such RE1 is more like IFRS accounting and RE more like Belgian 

GAAP. Table 3 lists RE(0) for some Market rate sets from Dec2013 to Feb2020. It lists RE(5) for some rate 

stress scenarios. Table 4 shows besides a rate extract from 19M an extract from End 2013 (13M) and 

from End February 2020 (20M) in the midst of the Corona turmoil. By then rate dependent assets had 

long term return expectations 1% to 2.5% lower than at End 2013. Market sets M are coherent and 

relatively arbitrage free. For stress testing or the analysis of the dependency on rates any rate shock can 

be introduced. We limit this here to a few simple examples, namely a parallel rate shift from year 2 

onwards that adds -2% (19L-low) or +2% (19H-high) to all values in year 2 and beyond. Rate sets “to13” 

and “to18” assume that rates by End 2020 revert to those of End 2013 and End 2018 by substituting all 

values in 19M from year 1 onwards by those of 13M and 18M. 19M is our base case. Table 3 lists RE(5) 

for these rate scenarios and not RE(0) because the shocks occur and differences appear after T=0.  
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Table 3: Asset and Allocations and return-risk statistics.  
Assets of table 1 and allocations with durations, returns over single years RE1, returns to maturity RE and 
risk STD. Returns from RET in table 1 and the swap rates End 2019. Risk STD from asset STD and 
correlations in table 1 typical for actively traded bonds (AFS). Risk STD for other risk assumptions: HTM 
and MATCH, correlations, Solvency II. Returns for rate sets 13M, 18M and 20M and some rate stress 
scenarios. Returns and risk for “worst” “RMIN-SMAX” and “best” “RMAX-SMIN” return-risk assumptions. 

 

asset dur LongName BG3x BG9x BG15 BC2x BC11 BHEx BHNx MORx DExx IIFx RExx SEHx SExx BCEQ MSBE MLBE MSAA MLAA MSAO

BG3 2.8 Belgium Ser-E Gov 1-3 100% 40% 30% 10%

BG9 8.2 Belgium Ser-E Gov 7-10 100% 20% 15% 10%

BG15 13.0 Belgium Ser-E Gov 15 100% 20% 15% 10%

BC2 1.9 BBG EUR IG Corp 1-3 100% 30% 20% 10%

BC11 9.9 BBG EUR IG Corp 10+ 100% 50% 30% 20%

BHE 1.0 HYSD bonds  JPM 100% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5%

BHN 2.0 Storm Bond Fund 100% 5%

MOR 10.8 Dutch Mortgages  20y+ 100% 10% 10% 10% 10% 15%

DE 4.0 Debt Levered 100% 10% 10% 15%

IIF 20.0 JPM Infra .Invest.Fund 100% 10% 10% 10%

RE 0.0 GPR250 REIT Europe(EUR) 100% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5%

SEH 0.0 Euro Stoxx 50 Pr Hedged 100% 50% 10% 10% 10% 10% 5%

SE 0.0 Euro Stoxx 50 Pr 100%

duration for 100% 2.84 8.19 13.00 1.92 9.91 1.00 2.00 10.75 4.00 20.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.95 2.84 8.33 4.76 8.68 6.96

rates duration for dur.assets 2.84 8.19 13.00 1.92 9.91 1.00 2.00 10.75 4.00 20.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.91 3.34 9.81 5.60 10.22 7.73

19M RE1(0) -0.32 -0.43 -0.25 -0.22 0.06 0.58 4.08 0.49 7 5.44 4.07 5.5 6 2.78 0.64 0.71 1.94 1.99 2.26

19M RE1(1) -0.36 -0.51 -0.39 -0.26 0.11 0.58 4.04 0.61 7 5.49 3.98 5.5 6 2.81 0.62 0.69 1.93 1.97 2.24

19M RE1(2) -0.34 -0.43 -0.29 -0.24 0.01 0.64 4.06 0.61 7 5.53 3.98 5.5 6 2.76 0.63 0.7 1.94 1.99 2.27

19M RE1(10) 0.79 -0.41 -0.41 0.79 0.11 1.59 5.09 0.53 7 5.67 3.94 5.5 6 2.81 1.43 0.75 2.54 2.05 2.58

19M RE(0) -0.24 0.05 0.36 -0.19 0.66 0.58 4.11 1.21 7 6.83 4.61 5.5 6 3.08 0.78 1.21 2.2 2.51 2.65

19M RE(5) -0.02 0.05 0.36 0.13 0.66 1 4.43 1.21 7 6.83 4.61 5.5 6 3.08 0.98 1.23 2.35 2.53 2.74

19M RE(10) 0.67 0.17 0.36 0.78 0.66 1.59 5.08 1.21 7 6.5 4.61 5.5 6 3.08 1.48 1.29 2.69 2.54 2.92

19M STD 1.5 4.7 9 1 7.6 4 6 6 15 4 17 14 18 8.97 2.86 6.53 3.96 6.1 5.01

13M RE(0) 20131231 0.84 2.02 2.59 0.72 2.77 1.41 5.02 3.38 7 8.75 6.66 5.5 6 4.13 1.84 3.04 3.26 4.11 3.98

18M RE(0) 20181231 0.02 0.71 1.17 0.02 1.4 0.77 4.32 1.99 7 7.37 5.31 5.5 6 3.45 1.07 1.85 2.5 3.05 3.07

20M RE(0) 20200229 -0.42 -0.33 -0.09 -0.35 0.26 0.47 3.95 0.8 7 6.38 4.22 5.5 6 2.88 0.59 0.86 2.01 2.19 2.4

19M RE(5) -2% -2.02 0.05 0.36 -1.87 0.66 -1 2.43 1.21 7 6.83 4.61 5.5 6 3.08 -0.52 1.13 1.25 2.43 2.14

19M RE(5) +2% 1.98 0.05 0.36 2.13 0.66 3 6.43 1.21 7 6.83 4.61 5.5 6 3.08 2.48 1.33 3.45 2.63 3.34

to18 RE(5) to18 0.55 0.05 0.36 0.81 0.66 1.77 5.11 1.21 7 6.83 4.61 5.5 6 3.08 1.46 1.27 2.7 2.57 2.94

to13 RE(5) to13 1.87 0.05 0.36 2.28 0.66 3.35 6.58 1.21 7 6.83 4.61 5.5 6 3.08 2.5 1.35 3.47 2.65 3.37

STD htm 1.5 2.4 3 1 5 4 6 4 10 4 17 14 18 8.15 2.76 4.22 3.47 4.29 3.72

STD match 0 0 0 0.5 4 4 6 3 9 4 17 14 18 7.87 2.37 3.11 3.11 3.53 3.17

STD all correl max 1 10.8 3.95 8.07 5.6 8.52 7.22

STD all correl sq.root 9.67 3.24 7.11 4.53 6.96 5.76

STD all correl min 0 7.96 1.88 3.52 2.39 3.18 2.9

STD Solvency II st.mod 0 0 0 1.2 7 2.4 2.4 1.6 8.4 14.6 10 8 15.6 7.02 1.73 3.35 3.69 4.76 3.8

RE(0) -0.64 -0.45 -0.64 -0.49 0.16 -0.42 2.11 0.71 4 5.83 4.11 5 4.5 2.58 0.35 0.59 1.45 1.61 1.61

RE(5) -0.42 -0.45 -0.64 -0.17 0.16 0 2.43 0.71 4 5.83 4.11 5 4.5 2.58 0.56 0.61 1.6 1.63 1.7

rmin smax RE(10) 0.27 -0.33 -0.64 0.48 0.16 0.59 3.08 0.71 4 5.5 4.11 5 4.5 2.58 1.06 0.66 1.93 1.64 1.87

STD 2 5.5 12 1.4 8.4 6 8 8 18 7 20 17 23 10.6 3.6 7.91 4.95 7.46 6.3

RE(0) -0.04 0.55 1.11 0.11 1.16 1.58 7.61 1.51 10 7.83 5.61 7 7.5 4.08 1.23 1.89 3 3.47 3.77

RE(5) 0.18 0.55 1.11 0.43 1.16 2 7.93 1.51 10 7.83 5.61 7 7.5 4.08 1.43 1.91 3.15 3.5 3.86

rmax smin RE(10) 0.87 0.67 1.11 1.08 1.16 2.59 8.58 1.51 10 7.5 5.61 7 7.5 4.08 1.93 1.97 3.49 3.51 4.04

STD 1 4 6 0.8 5.7 2 5 5 6.5 2 16 12 15 7.42 2.38 5.06 2.78 4.46 3.38

best

approach

correlation

Solvency 2

worst
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Table 4: Examples of forward rate sets.  
Market forward rates at End 2019 (19M) in top panel, our default or consensus set. Market rates at End 
2013 (13M) and at End February 2020 (20M). 

 

Figure 1 shows government bonds BG9 with average expected return P50 of RET=0+swap(9,T) or simply 

the 9-year swap rate and an AFS risk of STD=4.7%. The left panel is for our default rate set 19M, the 

right panel for 13M. The central thick solid red line is the expected total return index (further on called 

“return” or “P50 return”). BG9 represents Belgian government bonds with 7 to 10-year maturities. For 

19M in the left panel they are fully invested in year 0 at 9-year swap rate 0.05%. A quarter of them is 

reinvested in 10-year bonds in year 7 at 0.75%, a quarter in year 8 at 0.80%, a quarter in year 9 at 0.85% 

and the final quarter in year 10 at 0.89% (from Lmin=7 to Lmax=10 in table 1) so that in year 10 BG9 is 

fully reinvested in bonds with higher expected return and again about the original duration. Due to this 

reinvestment at higher rates the P50 thick solid red return slopes up from year 7. For 13M in the right 

panel the expected returns are higher from the start and so the P50 thick solid red return line slopes up 

steeper from the onset. For non-rate-dependent assets like equity (SEH) the P50 line is straight as 

constant growth shows on a logarithmic Y-axis. 

  

year maturity

EUR_191231 0.25 1 2 3 5 7 10 15 20 25 30

0 -0.42 -0.42 -0.39 -0.34 -0.23 -0.08 0.11 0.36 0.50 0.83 1.20

1 -0.41 -0.36 -0.30 -0.24 -0.11 0.04 0.22 0.44 0.60 0.96 1.33

2 -0.33 -0.23 -0.18 -0.12 0.04 0.17 0.33 0.52 0.72 1.09 1.45

5 0.04 0.16 0.28 0.33 0.46 0.53 0.66 0.74 1.10 1.49 1.82

10 0.70 0.67 0.71 0.78 0.86 0.83 0.89 1.31 1.75 2.09 2.35

15 0.90 0.79 0.76 0.78 0.91 1.16 1.54 2.04 2.39 2.65 2.84

EUR_131231 0.25 1 2 3 5 7 10 15 20 25 30

0 0.29 0.41 0.52 0.74 1.26 1.69 2.16 2.59 2.72 2.75 2.73

2 0.79 1.18 1.50 1.77 2.18 2.49 2.80 3.02 3.04 3.00 2.96

5 2.36 2.67 2.83 2.96 3.17 3.31 3.40 3.37 3.28 3.19 3.13

10 3.54 3.68 3.69 3.69 3.68 3.61 3.50 3.33 3.19 3.12 3.09

15 3.44 3.49 3.42 3.37 3.28 3.21 3.11 2.97 2.92 2.90 2.88

EUR_200229 0.25 1 2 3 5 7 10 15 20 25 30

1 -0.54 -0.57 -0.51 -0.49 -0.43 -0.34 -0.21 -0.04 0.10 0.50 0.90

10 0.17 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.29 0.25 0.31 0.81 1.31 1.70 2.00
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Figure 1: Belgian government bonds (BG9 7-10y) return and risk over time with as forward rates the sets 
of End 2019 (19M) to the left and of End 2013 (13M) to the right. 

 

The green lines show the probability distributions of the returns centered around P50. Their width STD 

rises with the root of time STD(T)=√T STD. Thin red lines connect the 0.5% (P0.5) and 99.5% cumulative 

distribution points over time. In one case out of two hundred the return is expected to fall below this 

contour. One in two hundred is also the Solvency II SCR shock calibration. The dashed and dotted red 

lines show the 1% (P1) and 10% (P10) cumulative distribution lines. The real distributions are often 

leptokurtic, especially over shorter time horizons, so that 0.5% underestimates the probability of falling 

below P0.5 but P0.5 remains an appropriate delimiter of very unlikely outcomes. As said for bonds the 

topside is capped but P99.5 or P>50 are not relevant when we focus on the risk of shortfall to honour 

liabilities. 

The Blue lines illustrate the hold to maturity P0.5 contour for a single bond with zero probability of 

default. Initially there is price uncertainty due to rate volatility, but with decreasing remaining duration 

this uncertainty drops to zero at maturity when the bond has delivered its initial yield-to-maturity. This 

holds for zero-coupon bonds and if reinvestment risk on coupons is neglected. As discussed above and 

listed in table 2 the STD for government bonds in a HTM approach is substantially lower tending to zero 

when the allocation only consists of government bonds whose cash flows exactly MATCH the liability 

plus capital extraction payments. 

Figure 2 shows P50 and P0.5 for the assets and allocations in table 3. Short duration assets and 

allocations colour greenish, long duration reddish and no or median duration blueish. Shorter duration 

assets and allocations are less risky longer term because their high-risk P0.5 contours the longer the 

more climb above their longer duration counterparts. In an ALM framework quality comparison requires 

to consider the liabilities as well. Infrastructure IIF theoretically has no duration but acts in practice like a 

long duration asset with hedged rate risk. Purely on the numbers the best allocation is to put all in IIF 
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except for the liquidity that is needed short-term, but Solvency II SCR, common practice and peer-

alignment pressure impose more diversified allocations like MSBE to MSAO.   

Figure 2: solid curves show expected average (P50) and dashed lines show 1 in 200 worst (P0.5) 
performance over 30 years for assets (left panel) and allocations (right panel) of table 3. Shorter duration 
greenish, longer duration reddish, medium or no duration blueish. 

 

Stress testing. 

RET and STD are set conservatively preferring to err on the downside for RET and the upside for STD. 

Current low rates make the interest dependent assumptions even more conservative. Reasonable 

minimal and maximal values for RET and STD are added to cover the uncertainty in the assumptions. 

Replacing RET and STD by minimal return RMIN and maximal risk SMAX is the most negative view 

“worst” while RMAX-SMIN the most positive “best”. Table 3 includes them and allows to explore the 

whole range of reasonable assumptions. For most diversified MSAO the expected average return more 

than doubles from 1.6% for worst to 3.8% for best while STD nearly halves from 6.3% to 3.4%. These 

statistics are also useful to compare to variations due to market probabilities or stress scenarios. The 

worst return 1.61% due to assumptions it at 42% (P42) on the cumulative distribution for average 

expected return 2.65% with STD 5.01% and the best 3.77% at P58. So the uncertainty on the 

assumptions is far smaller than the uncertainty due to market volatility or effects from rates. 

COR can be replaced by other correlation matrices, for instance that of the Solvency II standard model, 

or one derived only from stressed market periods. Extreme all correlations zero (maximal diversification 

ignoring exceptional negative ones) with MSAO STD=2.9% is substantially less risky than the STD=7.2% 

for most negative all correlations one (no diversification). Each correlation coefficient replaced by its 

root simulates a more correlated stressed market. Diversification materially reduces risk and our 

assumption correlations put STD about halfway between fully uncorrelated and correlated extremes. 
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In a life-insurance ALM framework interest rates are particularly important. The rate set can be replaced 

by sets observed at other times or by sets that impose shocks. Such shocks should be redundant 

because STD includes interest rate volatility. Nonetheless imposed shocks inform on the effect of 

specific market shocks in time and amplitude or on shocks that are not suitably captured by the 

covariance description. Regulators also impose stress testing by interest shocks on top of the risk 

calibration that is already in the Solvency II standard model. We illustrate with two extreme shocks: a 

parallel shift of the yield curve by -2% and one by +2% from year 2 onwards, so in the top panel of table 

4 subtracting/adding 2% from/to all values in year 2 and following. It looks excessive that in two years 

the one and ten year EUR rates will be -2.23% and -1.67%, but, when a decade ago the Solvency II 

Standard Model was calibrated down-shocks on negative rates were not even considered; the interest-

down stress tests a few years ago were the next year already outpaced by reality; and who expected in 

September 2018 that the 10y Bund yield would fall from 0.5% to -0.7% over the next twelve months.  

Results for rate shocks interpolate well so that a -1% shock is easily derived from -2%. 

Figure 3 shows expected performances for short and long bond-equity allocations MSBE and MLBE, and 

for allocations with alternatives MSAA and MLAA. The thin black line accrues the expected returns (RE of 

table 3) and the thick black line the annual expected returns including value change due to interest rate 

variation (RE1). RE1 is lower than RE because the current rate set implies mainly rising rates and this is 

more pronounced for the longer duration allocations. The blue lines are the accrued RE1 for the -2% 

interest rate downshift in the second year, the red line for the +2% upshift. The value shock is seen in 

the second year for RE1 but over the next years the shock is more than undone by the reinvestment at 

lower/higher rates and this more quickly and pronounced for the short allocations. With RE the shock 

would not be seen, only the reinvestment effect. As expected the short allocations look riskier if rates 

fall and especially for allocations with little alternate exposure. At an up-shock value falls but this 

reverses later on. Initially shock recovery is due to the hold-to-maturity effect because at maturity the 

cashflows are identical and independent of the rate shock in between. Later higher rates are better for 

reinvestment. With liabilities in play it depends when payments are due and RE1 matters more when a 

material amount of bonds needs to be sold before maturity. As such rate shocks matter more for AFS 

than for HTM and MATCH, and matter more for long duration allocations. 

A 2% shock nearly touches the P0.5 bound without any risk contribution from equity, credit, or others. 

As such 2% is extreme enough to be considered a structural break. After a major interest shift it can be 

indicated to switch from a long to short allocation or vice/versa. In practice allocations are reviewed and 

re-optimized over the years, but such shifts are beyond the scope of this text.  
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Figure 3: thin black MLBE,… is expected average (P50) performance RE also shown in figure 2 for long 
duration allocation MLBE (top left), short MSBE (top right), long MLAA (bottom left) and short MSAA 
(bottom right). Thick black MLBE1,… is the expected (P50) performance RE1 from annual returns taking 
rate moves into account. Red and Blue show MLBE1,… for a parallel rate shift of +2% and -2% in the 
second year. Dashed black MLBEA,… is the P0.5 1 in 200 worst outcome for MLBE,… 

 

 

Solvency II 

Solvency II regulation (S2) constrains European insurers by imposing an own capital buffer to withstand 

a value shock as will occur once per two-hundred years, called SCR (Solvency Capital Requirement), or a 

Solvency II Ratio (S2R) OwnFunds/SCR equal to 100%. In practice the regulating national banks prefer 

higher S2R and tend to become more interactive for S2R below 150% or a once per eighteen-thousand 

year buffer. Assets use to be the largest constituent of the SCR. For assets SCR is calibrated to 

correspond to the P0.5 bound one year out by the own risk model that Solvency II imposes, the 

Standard Model. Developers intended this standard model to be sufficiently coarse to foster 

refinements in the form of internal models or partial internal models but in later practice regulators 
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discouraged this and the standard model became effectively the norm. Table 5 compares it to the 

economic model of table 1 and 2. The most prominent difference is that returns are considered zero. 

This is not so problematic for the short term of one-year S2 framework but crucial for the longer term 

risk on the ability to honour liabilities. S2 STD is usually lower than our economic assumptions for a HTM 

approach but the big exception are hedge funds and alternatives in general with IIF as a clear example. 

For diversified allocations S2 STD is about equal to economic STD for the HTM approach. S2 correlations 

are much higher and more typical for a high stress situation like during the 2008 general financial 

markets crisis. It is a pity that S2 does not foster diversification that is a rare free lunch in portfolio risk 

management. A more lenient stance of regulators on partial internal models could remedy this.  

Table 5: Solvency II Standard Model return-risk compared to the economic model. 
“S2” for the Solvency II Standard Model and “EC” for the economic model of table 1 and 2. “S2 ret” shows 
all returns as zero where economic return expectation “EC ret+base*swp(T)” is time dependent. “S2 std” 
is usually lower than “afs” economic AFS std with IIF as the big exception. S2 correlations are much 
higher than economically observed.  

 

Besides zero returns a second large discrepancy to reality is Solvency II’s assumption that liabilities are 

liquid and can at-all-times immediately be claimed at their present value discounted by the swap rates. 

This is indeed what Solvency II’s discounting of liabilities to present value effectively means, whereas in 

reality for Life liabilities the cashflows due are firmly set in time and amplitude. S2’s artificial volatility of 

the present value of liabilities is in fact what incites to match duration and to disregard the true risk on 

the ability to pay the liability cashflows. 

Regulation must be abided at all times and as such Solvency II mainly acts as a short-term constraint on 

asset-liability management.   

Cashflow Centered Return-Risk Framework 

Cashflow Matching return-risk measures. 

Asset-Liability Management has to guarantee that all future liabilities can be paid when due, and this 

under all market conditions, and this while continuously respecting all regulation, and this with maximal 

reward for stakeholders along the way. Along the way is important here. Liabilities run off over decades 

S2 S2 S2 EC

asset ret ret swp(0) std afs htm mat lif base base SCRst CORRELBG3 BG9 BG15 BC2 BC11 BHE BHN MOR DE IIF RE SEH SE

BG3 0 0.1 -0.34 0 1.5 1.5 0 3 0 1 I :-0.1:S:0.0 BG3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.75 0.5 0.75 0.75

BG9 0 0 0.05 0 4.7 2.4 0 9 0 1 I :-2.3:S:0.0 BG9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.75 0.5 0.75 0.75

BG15 0 0 0.36 0 9 3 0 15 0 1 I :-4:S:0.0 BG15 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.75 0.5 0.75 0.75

BC2 0 0.2 -0.39 1.2 1 1 0.5 2 0 1 I :-0:S:3.0 BC2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.75 0.5 0.75 0.75

BC11 0 0.5 0.16 7 7.6 5 4 11 0 1 I :-3:S:17.5 BC11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.75 0.5 0.75 0.75

BHE 0 1 -0.42 2.4 4 4 4 1 0 1 I :-1:S:6 BHE 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.75 0.5 0.75 0.75

BHN 0 4.5 -0.39 2.4 6 6 6 2 0 1 I :-1:S:4:H:2 BHN 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.75 0.5 0.75 0.75

MOR 0 1 0.21 1.6 6 4 3 12 0 1 I :-3:S:4 MOR 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.75 0.5 0.75 0.75

DE 0 7 0 8.4 15 10 9 0 0 I :-0:S:21.0 DE 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.75 0.5 0.75 0.75

IIF 0 6 0.83 15 4 4 4 25 0 1 H:36.6 IIF 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 1 0.75 0.75 0.75

RE 0 4.5 0.11 10 17 17 17 10 0 1 P:25 RE 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 1 0.75 0.75

SEH 0 5.5 0 8 14 14 14 0 0 E:20.0 SEH 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 1 1

SE 0 6 0 16 18 18 18 0 0 E:39.0 SE 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 1 1

EC EC S2
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and it is unrealistic that stakeholders should wait until full runoff. For this reason it is essential to 

monitor at all times the capacity to honor the remaining liabilities.  

In an ongoing concern assets and liabilities are continuously added to their pools. We analyze for pure 

runoff with assets and liabilities fixed at the starting point. We consider conclusions identical and pure 

runoff is more tractable and easier to understand. 

The process spans over many years and capital flows depend on the return-risk characteristics of the 

asset allocation and the market scenario than unfolds, meaning the point on the cumulative distribution 

of market returns where the process ends. To keep oversight and facilitate human interpretation the 

whole process needs to be condensed to a few key measures and by preference to one key measure 

that can be optimized. Following terminology allows for a concise description of the framework. Capitals 

later on highlight the use of these defined terms. 

• Runoff: the process of paying each year the liability due and paying to stakeholders from the 

asset cashflows. 

• Runoff Result: the final balance of Runoff that remains when all liabilities are paid.  

• Zero Runoff:  zero as Runoff Result if asset cashflows pay exactly all liabilities plus all payments 

to stakeholders. 

• Assets or Assets(T): the market value of the assets, initially at T=0 or in year T 

• Cashflow(T): the cashflow from assets in year T, either from coupons, dividends, maturing assets 

or asset sales. 

• P#, P50, P0.5: Asset Cashflows have a probability distribution derived from the return-risk 

(covariance) characteristics of the composing assets. P# identifies the point # between 0% and 

100% on the cumulative distribution function. P50 at 50% is halfway and corresponds to the 

average expected market return and is the only point independent of risk. P0.5 is the one in two 

hundred (0.5%) worst return. 

• Liabilities or Liabilities(T): the (non-discounted) sum of all remaining liability payments from the 

start at T=0 or from year T including year T. 

• Liability(T): the liability payment due in year T 

• Surplus or Surplus(T): Assets minus Liabilities, or Assets(T) minus Liabilities(T). 

• Extractions: the payments of capital to stakeholders so that it is no longer available to pay 

liabilities or generate asset cashflows. Examples are dividend payments to owners, tax 

payments, profit sharing payments to insurance clients insofar not in Liabilities, marketing 

expenses insofar not included in Liabilities. Normal operating expenses are included in 

Liabilities. Asset returns are net returns. 

• Extraction(T): Extractions in year T. A negative value means that external capital needs to be 

injected. 

• Solvency or Solvency(T): the ratio Assets(T)/Liabilities(T) 

• Constant Solvency: Runoff with Extraction(T) so that Solvency(T) remains constant each year T.  

• FixPct: that percentage of Liabilities(T) that equals Extraction(T) that can be maintained equal 

each year T and end at Zero Runoff. 
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• Cash1: the cash amount that corresponds to FixPct the first year. 

• FixPctP#, Cash1P50, FixPctP0.5: FixPct or Cash1 measure for market returns cumulative 

distribution at #% (P#). FixPctP50 is that percentage of Liabilities(T) that is Extraction(T) to get 

Zero Runoff when asset cashflows are as on average (P50) expected. 

• StdPct: the standard deviation of the distribution of FixPct over all market probabilities. For 

normally distributed FixPct we have StdPct = FixPctP50 – FixPctP16 and 2.6 * StdPct = FixPctP50 

- FixPctP0.5 and 1.6 * StdPct = FixPctP50 – FixPctP5. 

• Allocation: the set of assets with fixed weights over time. 

• Reallocate: buying and selling assets to restore the original fixed Allocation weights. Under more 

negative market conditions more risky assets need to be bought more and less risky sold more. 

• Reinvest: replace finite maturity assets, especially bonds, by new ones with durations to respect 

the duration of the asset class as a whole. Typically only a part of an asset class is replaced in 

one year to smooth out the reinvestment. Replacing is needed due to maturity or to uphold the 

duration of an asset class. Expected return of replacing asset part at T is ret+base*swp(T). 

• Cashflow Matching: in this context synonym for Runoff and not the more regulatory definition 

of holding low risk bonds with coupon and principal cashflows that MATCH exactly the liabilities.  

We propose FixPct as key measure. In classic mean variance optimization “return – lambda * risk” is 

maximized with “lambda” the higher the more risk-averse the user is. Analogously FixPctP25 could be 

maximized with as constraint FixPctP0.5 positive. In extenso this means maximizing the annually 

extractable capital for Constant Solvency minus two thirds of its risk (FixPctP25 = FixPctP50 – 

0.67*StdPct) with as constraint that there is only a 0.5% probability that external capital is needed to 

pay all liabilities. FixPct and StdPct (or two FixPct numbers) then suffice to capture the whole Runoff 

process. This makes it easy to map dependencies on changes in assumptions for interest rates, 

correlations, returns, etcetera. 

It takes some calculating to get FixPct. For all market probabilities Px for each year T we need 

Cashflow(T) that comes from coupons, dividends, maturing and sold assets to pay Liability(T) + 

Extraction(T). Reallocation and Reinvestment need to restore Allocation each year. An iterative process 

ultimately finds the exact FixPctP# for each probability #, finetuned by selling some bonds or keeping 

some cash at some future years. The elegance of FixPct and StdPct is that all this complexity over the 

years is condensed in this single simple quality measure. FixPct (or Cash1) is also useful to guide 

management on what capital can safely be extracted as dividend for the shareholders or used to boost 

the company’s competitive position. The Solvency II ratio only informs on the company’s ability to 

withstand a market shock over the next year but gives no information on the company’s ability to 

service future liabilities especially when capital extractions are considered, whereas FixPct and StdPct 

inform on the whole Runoff. FixPct and StdPct are the asset-liability counterpart of RE, RE1 and STD of 

assets-only with the added simplicity that the time dependent sequence of RE and RE1 is replaced by 

the single FixPct because the time sequence of the runoff is known and implies the appropriate time-

weighting of returns. 
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Asset-Liability Runoff examples. 

Assets and allocations of table 3 are used on the asset side. As liability examples we use a set LDEC with 

linearly decreasing payments and a set LCON with constant payments, both over thirty years. At begin 

T=0 there are 1000mio in assets. Liability set LDEC requires payments from the first to 30th year of 

respectively 60mio, 58mio, down by 2mio each year so that after thirty years 930mio has been paid. 

Liability set LCON requires each of the thirty years 31mio payment what ends up at the same 930mio 

paid as LDEC. LDEC has a duration around 10 years and LCON around 15 years. For both the initial 

Assets/Liabilities ratio is 1000/930 or a Surplus of 7% of Assets and 7.5% of Liabilities. Percentages (like 

FixPct) are on remaining liabilities because liabilities are here considered to be constant, meaning, 

independent of market conditions, return-risk assumptions and stress scenarios that all influence the 

value of assets over time. Everything expressed in percentages is scalable. Only Cash1 that converts 

FixPct to a EUR value is linked to the EUR value 930mio of Liabilities. 

The distribution of FixPct is close to normal and slightly platykurtic (thinner tails) what compensates 

somewhat for the leptokurtic asset return distributions where we assume normal distributions. These 

thinner tails are not due to mean reversion characteristics of asset prices, that for instance render 30-

year equity volatility much smaller than √30 times 1-year volatility, because time and period dependent 

volatility are also not part of our assumptions. It is more likely due to the stabilizing effect of Allocation 

and Reinvestment. StdPct as (FixPctP50 – FixPctP0.5)/2.576 is a good measure. 

Table 6 lists FixPct and StdPct for the assets and allocations of table 3 with the linearly decreasing LDEC 

and constant LCON liabilities due starting with 7.5% Surplus. Blank second column indicates numbers for 

the base assumptions. Table 6a is for the average (base) assumptions “ret” for return and “std” for risk. 

Table 6b is for “worst” assumption minimal return and maximal risk “rmin – smax” and “best” 

assumption “rmax-smin”. The top three rows of table 6a repeat assets-only statistics of table 3 for easy 

comparison. When not specifically mentioning an asset or allocation we refer to diversified allocation 

MSAO in the last column. To compare MSAO LDEC FixPctP50 of 3.75% with LCON 3.64% and with RE(0) 

2.65% look at figure 4 with annual Extraction(T). LDEC FixPctP50 3.75% starts extracting slightly more 

but generates over time much less excess cash than LconP50, namely 372mio versus 524mio. For LCON 

FixPct applies to higher remaining Liabilities. The internal rate of return IRR of the LdecP50 3.75% 

cashflows on the initial 70mio of Surplus is 43% while IRR of LconP50 3.64% is 45%. Much higher 

numbers than the 2.65% RE(0) assets-only return due to the leverage when offsetting Extractions 

against Surplus of 70mio instead of Assets 1000mio. FixPct is also larger than RE(0) because the 7.5% 

Surplus to start with is released over time, because RE(T) increases with T while FixPct is over all T’s, and 

because FixPct is percent of Liabilities that is smaller than Assets. In reality leverage for an insurer is 

smaller, more like 1100mio assets for 930mio liabilities, what is shown under “ass*1.1” in column 2. 

Then LDEC FixPctP50 is 5.05% but IRR of these higher Extractions on 170mio Surplus reduces to 20%. 

LDEC StdPct is somewhat higher than for LCON that smooths more over time. LCON MSAO at 

FixPctP0.5=0% can just Runoff without external capital injection while LDEC at -0.24% just fails. Figure 2 

shows that MSAO at P0.5 needs more than 20 year to recoup its starting level and by then most 

liabilities are already paid, especially for LDEC. 
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Table 6a: Runoff statistics for base return-risk assumptions “ret” and “std”. 
FixPct and StdPct for the assets and allocations of table 3 for linearly decreasing LDEC and constant 
LCON liability payments starting with 7.5% Surplus. Column 2 “assum” identifies changes to assumptions 
or initial conditions: solvency 2, other correlations, more conservative bond trading “match” and “htm”, 
more assets, interest rate shifts and other interest rates. 

 

liab assum datatype BG3x BG9x BG15 BC2x BC11 BHEx BHNx MORx DExx IIFx RExx SEHx SExx BCEQ MSBE MLBE MSAA MLAA MSAO

RE1(0) -0.32 -0.43 -0.25 -0.22 0.06 0.58 4.08 0.49 7 5.44 4.07 5.5 6 2.78 0.64 0.71 1.94 1.99 2.26

RE(0) -0.24 0.05 0.36 -0.19 0.66 0.58 4.11 1.21 7 6.83 4.61 5.5 6 3.08 0.78 1.21 2.2 2.51 2.65

STD 1.5 4.7 9 1 7.6 4 6 6 15 4 17 14 18 8.97 2.86 6.53 3.96 6.1 5.01

LDEC fixpct P50 0.97 0.93 1.14 1.09 1.52 1.98 5.71 2.09 8.22 7.93 5.79 6.61 7.15 4.06 1.97 2.13 3.38 3.48 3.75

LDEC fixpct P5 0.29 -0.99 -2.20 0.63 -1.50 0.15 2.36 -0.50 0.49 5.30 -1.54 -0.13 -1.05 -0.34 0.38 -0.72 1.06 0.49 1.00

LDEC fixpct P1 0.03 -1.65 -3.17 0.45 -2.43 -0.50 1.25 -1.36 -1.36 4.37 -3.16 -1.80 -2.81 -1.61 -0.20 -1.63 0.25 -0.49 0.07

LDEC fixpct P0.5 -0.07 -1.88 -3.49 0.38 -2.73 -0.73 0.87 -1.64 -1.92 4.04 -3.63 -2.31 -3.32 -2.02 -0.40 -1.94 -0.03 -0.81 -0.24

LDEC StdPct 0.40 1.09 1.79 0.28 1.65 1.05 1.88 1.45 3.94 1.51 3.66 3.46 4.06 2.36 0.92 1.58 1.32 1.67 1.55

LCON fixpct P50 0.94 0.84 1.00 1.07 1.41 1.96 5.69 1.97 7.99 7.72 5.69 6.37 6.91 3.89 1.92 2.01 3.28 3.34 3.64

LCON fixpct P5 0.36 -0.79 -1.78 0.67 -1.15 0.34 2.55 -0.28 0.85 5.21 -0.91 0.26 -0.50 -0.08 0.46 -0.48 1.13 0.65 1.10

LCON fixpct P1 0.14 -1.33 -2.54 0.51 -1.91 -0.22 1.54 -0.99 -0.73 4.33 -2.23 -1.14 -1.94 -1.16 -0.06 -1.24 0.40 -0.20 0.27

LCON fixpct P0.5 0.06 -1.51 -2.78 0.45 -2.15 -0.41 1.21 -1.23 -1.19 4.03 -2.60 -1.55 -2.34 -1.49 -0.24 -1.49 0.15 -0.48 0.00

LCON StdPct 0.35 0.91 1.46 0.24 1.38 0.92 1.74 1.24 3.56 1.43 3.22 3.08 3.59 2.09 0.84 1.36 1.22 1.48 1.41

LDEC s2 fixpct P50 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70

LDEC s2 fixpct P0.5 0.70 0.70 0.70 -0.11 -3.02 -0.83 -0.83 -0.36 -3.53 -5.25 -4.06 -3.39 -5.45 -3.02 -0.43 -1.35 -1.53 -2.06 -1.59

LDEC s2 StdPct 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.31 1.44 0.59 0.59 0.41 1.64 2.31 1.84 1.59 2.38 1.44 0.44 0.80 0.86 1.07 0.89

LCON s2 fixpct P50 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45

LCON s2 fixpct P0.5 0.45 0.45 0.45 -0.21 -2.51 -0.80 -0.80 -0.42 -2.89 -4.10 -3.27 -2.79 -4.23 -2.52 -0.48 -1.22 -1.36 -1.78 -1.41

LCON s2 StdPct 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.26 1.15 0.49 0.49 0.34 1.30 1.77 1.45 1.26 1.82 1.15 0.36 0.65 0.71 0.87 0.72

LDEC corr 0 fixpct P0.5 -0.07 -1.88 -3.49 0.38 -2.73 -0.73 0.87 -1.64 -1.92 4.04 -3.63 -2.31 -3.32 -1.64 0.28 -0.37 1.10 0.87 1.07

LDEC corr 0 StdPct 0.40 1.09 1.79 0.28 1.65 1.05 1.88 1.45 3.94 1.51 3.66 3.46 4.06 2.21 0.66 0.97 0.89 1.02 1.04

LDEC corr 1 fixpct P0.5 -0.07 -1.88 -3.49 0.38 -2.73 -0.73 0.87 -1.64 -1.92 4.04 -3.63 -2.31 -3.32 -2.66 -1.07 -2.70 -1.02 -2.06 -1.43

LDEC corr 1 StdPct 0.40 1.09 1.79 0.28 1.65 1.05 1.88 1.45 3.94 1.51 3.66 3.46 4.06 2.61 1.18 1.87 1.71 2.15 2.01

LDEC cor sqrt fixpct P0.5 -0.07 -1.88 -3.49 0.38 -2.73 -0.73 0.87 -1.64 -1.92 4.04 -3.63 -2.31 -3.32 -2.27 -0.64 -2.24 -0.39 -1.29 -0.67

LDEC cor sqrt StdPct 0.40 1.09 1.79 0.28 1.65 1.05 1.88 1.45 3.94 1.51 3.66 3.46 4.06 2.46 1.01 1.69 1.46 1.85 1.72

LDEC match fixpct P0.5 0.97 0.93 1.14 0.73 -1.05 -0.73 0.87 -0.01 0.81 4.04 -3.63 -2.31 -3.32 -1.68 -0.15 -0.39 0.56 0.45 0.87

LDEC match StdPct 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.14 1.00 1.05 1.88 0.81 2.88 1.51 3.66 3.46 4.06 2.23 0.82 0.98 1.09 1.18 1.12

LDEC htm fixpct P0.5 -0.07 -0.65 -0.80 0.38 -1.57 -0.73 0.87 -0.60 0.27 4.04 -3.63 -2.31 -3.32 -1.77 -0.35 -0.92 0.36 0.08 0.55

LDEC htm StdPct 0.40 0.61 0.75 0.28 1.20 1.05 1.88 1.04 3.09 1.51 3.66 3.46 4.06 2.26 0.90 1.18 1.17 1.32 1.24

LDEC ass*1.1 fixpct P50 1.98 1.94 2.17 2.12 2.59 3.09 7.20 3.22 9.96 9.64 7.29 8.19 8.78 5.39 3.09 3.26 4.64 4.75 5.05

LDEC ass*1.1 fixpct P0.5 0.85 -1.14 -2.91 1.34 -2.09 0.12 1.88 -0.88 -1.19 5.37 -3.07 -1.61 -2.73 -1.30 0.48 -1.21 0.89 0.03 0.66

LDEC ass*1.1 StdPct 0.44 1.20 1.97 0.30 1.81 1.15 2.06 1.59 4.33 1.66 4.02 3.80 4.47 2.60 1.01 1.73 1.45 1.83 1.70

LDEC -2% fixpct P50 -0.27 0.38 0.92 -0.30 1.13 0.43 4.32 1.76 8.22 7.68 5.32 6.61 7.15 3.87 0.93 1.72 2.58 3.13 3.18

LDEC -2% fixpct P0.5 -1.19 -2.31 -3.70 -0.93 -3.03 -1.96 -0.11 -1.92 -2.10 3.79 -3.90 -2.48 -3.51 -2.27 -1.39 -2.28 -0.81 -1.14 -0.79

LDEC -2% StdPct 0.36 1.04 1.77 0.24 1.60 0.92 1.71 1.42 3.94 1.50 3.51 3.47 4.05 2.36 0.90 1.54 1.31 1.65 1.53

LDEC 2% fixpct P50 2.05 1.34 1.28 2.35 1.81 3.42 6.97 2.32 8.20 8.08 6.14 6.58 7.12 4.19 2.89 2.44 4.08 3.75 4.25

LDEC 2% fixpct P0.5 0.98 -1.39 -3.09 1.60 -2.29 0.56 2.00 -1.24 -1.35 4.41 -3.03 -1.79 -2.75 -1.54 0.60 -1.45 0.83 -0.34 0.42

LDEC 2% StdPct 0.42 1.06 1.68 0.29 1.57 1.11 1.92 1.37 3.65 1.42 3.49 3.20 3.76 2.20 0.89 1.50 1.26 1.58 1.48

LDEC to18 fixpct P50 1.50 1.17 1.20 1.69 1.69 2.63 6.31 2.23 8.21 8.00 6.00 6.60 7.13 4.14 2.42 2.29 3.72 3.63 4.00

LDEC to18 fixpct P0.5 0.45 -1.62 -3.30 0.96 -2.51 -0.14 1.40 -1.44 -1.66 4.21 -3.34 -2.07 -3.06 -1.79 0.09 -1.70 0.39 -0.58 0.08

LDEC to18 StdPct 0.41 1.08 1.73 0.28 1.61 1.07 1.89 1.41 3.77 1.46 3.56 3.31 3.88 2.28 0.90 1.54 1.29 1.62 1.51

LDEC to13 fixpct P50 2.40 1.51 1.28 2.70 1.92 3.76 7.32 2.41 8.19 8.10 6.28 6.57 7.11 4.24 3.17 2.53 4.29 3.83 4.39

LDEC to13 fixpct P0.5 1.32 -1.22 -3.00 1.95 -2.15 0.88 2.32 -1.12 -1.22 4.48 -2.87 -1.67 -2.62 -1.41 0.90 -1.32 1.08 -0.21 0.61

LDEC to13 StdPct 0.42 1.06 1.65 0.29 1.57 1.11 1.93 1.36 3.60 1.40 3.49 3.15 3.70 2.18 0.88 1.48 1.24 1.56 1.46

LDEC 20-Feb fixpct P50 0.60 0.49 0.65 0.71 1.08 1.60 5.33 1.64 8.23 7.43 5.35 6.61 7.15 3.85 1.63 1.73 3.06 3.12 3.41

LDEC 20-Feb fixpct P5 -0.07 -1.39 -2.60 0.26 -1.88 -0.20 2.01 -0.91 0.39 4.83 -1.87 -0.23 -1.15 -0.59 0.04 -1.09 0.72 0.14 0.66

LDEC 20-Feb fixpct P1 -0.33 -2.04 -3.55 0.08 -2.80 -0.84 0.92 -1.74 -1.48 3.91 -3.46 -1.91 -2.93 -1.87 -0.54 -1.98 -0.09 -0.83 -0.27

LDEC 20-Feb fixpct P0.5 -0.42 -2.26 -3.86 0.01 -3.09 -1.06 0.55 -2.02 -2.04 3.59 -3.92 -2.42 -3.44 -2.27 -0.74 -2.28 -0.36 -1.15 -0.58

LDEC 20-Feb StdPct 0.39 1.07 1.75 0.27 1.62 1.03 1.86 1.42 3.98 1.49 3.60 3.51 4.11 2.37 0.92 1.56 1.33 1.66 1.55

LCON 20-Feb fixpct P50 0.55 0.39 0.52 0.67 0.96 1.55 5.29 1.52 8.00 7.23 5.25 6.38 6.92 3.67 1.55 1.60 2.95 2.98 3.29

LCON 20-Feb fixpct P5 -0.03 -1.19 -2.18 0.27 -1.55 -0.04 2.17 -0.69 0.71 4.74 -1.26 0.14 -0.64 -0.35 0.08 -0.85 0.77 0.29 0.73

LCON 20-Feb fixpct P1 -0.25 -1.72 -2.92 0.12 -2.28 -0.58 1.18 -1.38 -0.88 3.88 -2.55 -1.28 -2.09 -1.43 -0.44 -1.60 0.04 -0.56 -0.09

LCON 20-Feb fixpct P0.5 -0.33 -1.90 -3.14 0.06 -2.51 -0.77 0.86 -1.61 -1.34 3.58 -2.91 -1.70 -2.50 -1.76 -0.61 -1.84 -0.21 -0.83 -0.36

LCON 20-Feb StdPct 0.34 0.89 1.42 0.23 1.35 0.90 1.72 1.21 3.63 1.42 3.17 3.14 3.65 2.11 0.84 1.34 1.22 1.48 1.42
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Table 6b: Runoff statistics for worst “rmin-smax” and best “rmax-smin” return-risk assumptions. 
FixPct and StdPct for the assets and allocations of table 3 for linearly decreasing LDEC and constant 
LCON liability payments starting with 7.5% Surplus. Column 2 “worst” assumes the minimal return and 
maximal risk of table 1, “best” assumes maximal return and minimal risk. 

 

Graph 4: annually extracted capital FixPct*Liability(T) for allocation MSAO at average probability P50 
and 1 in 100 worst P1 for Runoff against linearly decreasing liabilities LDEC and constant liabilities LCON.  

 

FixPct expressed in EUR as Cash1 is often more telling. When working with the actual liabilities and 

assets of the company it is our experience that Cash1 is a more convincing representation for an 

executive committee or board to decide on allocations or capital management. Another way to put 

FixPct for our examples in perspective is that each 1% of FixPct for LDEC corresponds to 10.7% of 

Liabilities extracted to stakeholders over the Runoff and for LCON 15.5%. So for our 930mio liabilities 

liab assum datatype BG3x BG9x BG15 BC2x BC11 BHEx BHNx MORx DExx IIFx RExx SEHx SExx BCEQ MSBE MLBE MSAA MLAA MSAO

worst RE1(0) -0.72 -0.93 -1.25 -0.52 -0.44 -0.42 2.08 -0.01 4 4.44 3.57 5 4.5 2.28 0.21 0.09 1.18 1.09 1.21

worst RE(0) -0.64 -0.45 -0.64 -0.49 0.16 -0.42 2.11 0.71 4 5.83 4.11 5 4.5 2.58 0.35 0.59 1.45 1.61 1.61

worst STD 2 5.5 12 1.4 8.4 6 8 8 18 7 20 17 23 10.62 3.6 7.91 4.95 7.46 6.3

best RE1(0) -0.12 0.07 0.5 0.08 0.56 1.58 7.58 0.79 10 6.44 5.07 7 7.5 3.78 1.09 1.39 2.74 2.95 3.38

best RE(0) -0.04 0.55 1.11 0.11 1.16 1.58 7.61 1.51 10 7.83 5.61 7 7.5 4.08 1.23 1.89 3 3.47 3.77

best STD 1 4 6 0.8 5.7 2 5 5 6.5 2 16 12 15 7.42 2.38 5.06 2.78 4.46 3.38

LDEC worst fixpct P50 0.53 0.39 0.06 0.77 0.98 0.90 3.56 1.55 4.99 6.85 5.26 6.07 5.53 3.52 1.51 1.45 2.57 2.52 2.63

LDEC worst fixpct P5 -0.32 -1.71 -3.69 0.15 -2.14 -1.49 -0.15 -1.60 -2.19 2.83 -2.56 -1.35 -3.04 -1.34 -0.35 -1.70 -0.01 -0.75 -0.36

LDEC worst fixpct P1 -0.65 -2.41 -4.67 -0.10 -3.08 -2.27 -1.28 -2.56 -3.73 1.55 -4.12 -3.00 -4.58 -2.64 -1.01 -2.66 -0.87 -1.77 -1.32

LDEC worst fixpct P0.5 -0.77 -2.65 -4.97 -0.18 -3.38 -2.54 -1.65 -2.87 -4.17 1.12 -4.56 -3.48 -5.00 -3.05 -1.24 -2.97 -1.16 -2.10 -1.64

LDEC worst StdPct 0.50 1.17 1.93 0.37 1.68 1.33 2.01 1.70 3.48 2.21 3.72 3.63 3.98 2.52 1.06 1.70 1.44 1.78 1.64

LDEC best fixpct P50 1.18 1.46 1.94 1.41 2.06 3.05 9.47 2.41 11.44 9.00 6.87 8.22 8.75 5.14 2.46 2.86 4.24 4.53 4.96

LDEC best fixpct P5 0.72 -0.28 -0.61 1.03 -0.42 2.01 5.96 0.14 6.67 7.54 -0.65 1.61 0.81 0.99 1.00 0.40 2.43 2.11 2.90

LDEC best fixpct P1 0.53 -0.89 -1.46 0.88 -1.25 1.61 4.75 -0.64 5.11 6.98 -2.38 -0.16 -1.10 -0.28 0.46 -0.44 1.76 1.26 2.15

LDEC best fixpct P0.5 0.46 -1.10 -1.74 0.82 -1.52 1.46 4.34 -0.90 4.59 6.78 -2.89 -0.71 -1.67 -0.69 0.27 -0.72 1.53 0.97 1.90

LDEC best StdPct 0.28 0.99 1.42 0.23 1.38 0.61 1.98 1.28 2.64 0.86 3.72 3.42 3.98 2.24 0.85 1.38 1.05 1.37 1.18

LCON worst fixpct P50 0.52 0.30 -0.08 0.75 0.87 0.88 3.54 1.43 4.76 6.64 5.16 5.84 5.29 3.36 1.46 1.33 2.47 2.38 2.51

LCON worst fixpct P5 -0.21 -1.44 -3.05 0.21 -1.73 -1.15 0.21 -1.24 -1.52 2.89 -1.78 -0.79 -2.17 -0.96 -0.23 -1.36 0.14 -0.49 -0.15

LCON worst fixpct P1 -0.49 -2.00 -3.75 0.01 -2.47 -1.79 -0.76 -2.01 -2.73 1.74 -3.00 -2.12 -3.35 -2.03 -0.81 -2.13 -0.61 -1.34 -0.96

LCON worst fixpct P0.5 -0.59 -2.19 -3.96 -0.07 -2.70 -2.00 -1.07 -2.25 -3.06 1.36 -3.32 -2.50 -3.65 -2.36 -1.01 -2.37 -0.86 -1.61 -1.23

LCON worst StdPct 0.43 0.96 1.48 0.32 1.37 1.11 1.77 1.42 2.96 2.03 3.20 3.16 3.36 2.18 0.95 1.42 1.29 1.53 1.44

LCON best fixpct P50 1.16 1.38 1.80 1.39 1.95 3.03 9.46 2.29 11.21 8.79 6.77 7.99 8.52 4.97 2.40 2.74 4.15 4.39 4.84

LCON best fixpct P5 0.76 -0.12 -0.40 1.06 -0.21 2.08 6.01 0.30 6.55 7.37 -0.13 1.82 1.13 1.13 1.04 0.53 2.42 2.15 2.89

LCON best fixpct P1 0.60 -0.64 -1.10 0.93 -0.90 1.72 4.86 -0.36 5.07 6.83 -1.57 0.29 -0.50 0.01 0.54 -0.19 1.80 1.39 2.21

LCON best fixpct P0.5 0.54 -0.82 -1.33 0.88 -1.12 1.60 4.47 -0.59 4.59 6.64 -1.98 -0.18 -0.98 -0.34 0.37 -0.44 1.59 1.14 1.97

LCON best StdPct 0.24 0.85 1.21 0.20 1.18 0.56 1.93 1.11 2.55 0.83 3.32 3.12 3.61 2.04 0.79 1.22 0.99 1.25 1.11
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example each 1% more FixPct means 100mio more for stakeholders over the Runoff for LDEC and 

145mio more for LCON, very substantial numbers set of versus initial Surplus of the same order. 

An allocation with only long duration bonds already needs much external cash at P5 for actively traded 

bonds for which economic volatility applies. For a HTM approach for BG9, BG15 and BC11 this remains 

so at the P5 level while for MATCH government bonds are indifferent of risk that is assumed to be zero 

but corporates BC11 remains negative at the P5 level. Table 6a does not show FixPctP50 if equal to the 

values in the top panels. HTM and MATCH only modify risk so that FixPctP50 is unaffected. This is also so 

for the rows with other assumptions for the correlation matrix from fully uncorrelated (corr=0) to fully 

correlated (corr=1). Correlation only matters for diversified allocations and for our most diversified 

MSAO StdPct nearly doubles from corr=0 to corr=1. The assumed correlation puts StdPct about halfway 

between correlation extremes 0 and 1. 

The rows for Solvency2 assumptions “s2” with zero return for all assets show identical FixPctP50 where 

only the initial Surplus is released over time. With zero returns all allocations besides zero risk 

government bonds need external capital to Runoff at low probabilities like P0.5. Solvency 2 Standard 

Model risks put StdPct lower than for our economic assumptions.  

The next panel shows statistics for variations in the Rate assumptions. “-2%” and “+2%” parallel shift 

from year 2 and following, “to18” and “to13” if rates revert at the end of the first year to what they 

were End 2018 and End 2013. Clearly rising rates are always positive. With these numbers we focus on 

the duration question in next section. 

The bottom panel updates the End 2019 rate set to the market rates End February 2020 after their 

sudden drop due to the onset of the Corona crisis. Comparing to the top panel the values for multi-asset 

allocations are all about 0.35% lower irrespective of LDEC or LCON. Relative merit between allocations 

or probabilities is unaffected. 

Solvency II analysis 

Table 7 shows some Solvency II statistics for the assets and allocations with base assumptions of table 1 

and 3, rates 19M and liabilities LDEC as shown in the top LDEC rows of table 6a. Our 930mio of Liabilities 

have, discounted with 19M rates, a present value of 895mio or 89.5% of our 1000mio Assets. As Own 

Funds we assume 150mio or 15% of Assets. These numbers and the diversification effects that they 

entail are representative for a real company although actual numbers and composition depend on many 

other factors. What matters here is the relative value of numbers between allocations and between 

components of the asset SCR rather than their absolute value. Column “%SCR” is the SCR as percentage 

of the assets including diversification between market risk components whose contributions are in the 

next columns: Interest, Equity type 1, Equity type 2, Property and Spread, with “E+H” the total Equity 

contribution. Other components like Currency and Counterparty do not matter here. “fSCR” is an 

estimate of the full company SCR in million EUR that as denominator for numerator Own Funds of 

150mio gives the company’s Solvency 2 ratio S2ratio. Following columns list return-risk statistics as in 

table 3 and 6: STD, RE1(0), RE(0), FixPctP50, FixPctP1, StdPct and the allocation’s duration. Below 
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correlations are listed of the own column with columns “S2ratio”, “%SCR” and “STD” over all rows from 

BG3x to MSAO and for the relevant allocations only over rows MSBE to MSAO. 

Table 7: Solvency II statistics versus economic statistics. 
For assets and allocations of table 3 “%SCR” is the assets only SCR in percent of asset value with its 
components “Inter” to “Spread”. “E+H” is the diversified Type1 “Eq” and Type2 “Hedge” total Equity 
component. “fSCR” is the full company SCR and “S2ratio” the Solvency 2 ratio based on some 
representative assumptions for the company business. Following columns repeat from “STD” assets-only 
and from “fixp50” asset-liability Runoff statistics of tables 3 and 6 for easy comparison to Solvency II. 
Below are correlations of columns “S2ratio”, “%SCR” and “STD” with own column over “all rows” for 
rows BG3x to MSAO, “M alloc only” over allocation rows MSBE to MSAO. 

 

Important is that for current regulation and rates the interest rate contribution of even a large duration 

gap is small. Its contribution for long allocations is even negative due to the timing of liability payments 

and no down-shock on negative rates. Interest rates influence S2ratio mainly by their effect on Own 

Funds. A 1% downshift will add around 90mio to LDEC liabilities and only 50mio to assets if duration is 5 

years so that Own Funds would decrease by about 40mio. 

Also important is that short allocations have lower asset SCR than longer ones where the spread 

contribution outweighs that of interest rates, unless long bonds are government bonds. 

alloc Dur

%SCR Inter Eq Hedge Prop Spread E+H fSCR S2ratio STD RE1(0) RE(0) fixp50 fixp1 StdPct

BG3x 0.81 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 76 197% 1.50 -0.32 -0.24 0.97 0.03 0.40 2.8

BG9x -1.39 -1.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 65 232% 4.70 -0.43 0.05 0.93 -1.65 1.09 8.2

BG15 -3.09 -3.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 58 257% 9.00 -0.25 0.36 1.14 -3.17 1.79 13.0

BC2x 3.54 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 97 155% 1.00 -0.22 -0.19 1.09 0.45 0.28 1.9

BC11 16.55 -2.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 17.5 0.0 194 77% 7.60 0.06 0.66 1.52 -2.43 1.65 9.9

BHEx 5.96 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.0 0.0 115 131% 4.00 0.58 0.58 1.98 -0.50 1.05 1.0

BHNx 5.61 -0.1 0.0 2.0 0.0 4.0 2.0 112 134% 6.00 4.08 4.11 5.71 1.25 1.88 2.0

MORx 3.47 -2.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 96 156% 6.00 0.49 1.21 2.09 -1.36 1.45 10.8

DExx 21.47 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 21.0 0.0 231 65% 15.00 7.00 7.00 8.22 -1.36 3.94 4.0

IIFx 37.06 0.9 0.0 36.6 0.0 0.0 36.6 348 43% 4.00 5.44 6.83 7.93 4.37 1.51 20.0

RExx 25.47 0.9 0.0 0.0 25.0 0.0 0.0 261 57% 17.00 4.07 4.61 5.79 -3.16 3.66 0.0

SEHx 20.47 0.9 20.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 20.0 224 67% 14.00 5.50 5.50 6.61 -1.80 3.46 0.0

SExx 39.46 0.9 39.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 39.0 366 41% 18.00 6.00 6.00 7.15 -2.81 4.06 0.0

BCEQ 17.24 -0.6 10.0 0.0 0.0 8.8 10.0 199 75% 8.97 2.78 3.08 4.06 -1.61 2.36 5.0

MSBE 4.63 0.5 2.0 0.0 1.3 1.6 2.0 105 143% 2.86 0.64 0.78 1.97 -0.20 0.92 2.8

MLBE 7.61 -1.6 2.0 0.0 1.3 6.0 2.0 127 118% 6.53 0.71 1.21 2.13 -1.63 1.58 8.3

MSAA 9.54 0.5 2.0 3.7 1.3 3.4 5.3 142 106% 3.96 1.94 2.20 3.38 0.25 1.32 4.8

MLAA 11.38 -1.0 2.0 3.7 1.3 6.3 5.3 155 97% 6.10 1.99 2.51 3.48 -0.49 1.67 8.7

MSAO 9.34 -0.3 1.0 3.8 1.3 4.6 4.6 140 107% 5.01 2.26 2.65 3.75 0.07 1.55 7.0

-0.88 -0.86 1.00 -0.52 -0.76 -0.77 -0.77 -0.11 -0.62

1.00 1.00 -0.88 0.64 0.81 0.84 0.83 0.07 0.70

0.64 0.64 -0.52 1.00 0.70 0.67 0.65 -0.61 0.98

-0.99 -0.99 1.00 -0.62 -0.83 -0.90 -0.85 -0.11 -0.85

1.00 1.00 -0.99 0.59 0.83 0.91 0.85 0.15 0.82

0.59 0.59 -0.62 1.00 0.16 0.34 0.20 -0.69 0.92correlation with STD

all rows

M alloc 

only

correlation with S2ratio

correlation with %SCR

correlation with STD

correlation with S2ratio

correlation with %SCR

asSCR Asset SCR parts as % of assets company SCR Allocation (tab3) Cash Flow Runoff (tab6)
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Remark further that an allocation with only IIF that is most safe for CashFlow Runoff has about the 

lowest S2ratio. The correlation of S2ratio with FixPctP50 for the allocations is at -0.85 very negative and 

with FixPctP1 at -0.11 still negative. So S2ratio is rather contradictive to the long-term Runoff potential 

and risk of an allocation for a given company, mainly due to the current rate environment that 

insufficiently rewards long term bond risk. Mortgages are fine due to their very low SCR. S2ratio should 

therefore only be used as a short-term constraint and allocations optimized for FixPct-StdPct. S2ratio is 

also negatively correlated to assets-only return measures like RE(0). That S2ratio is negatively correlated 

to risk itself measured by StdPct or STD is good because Solvency’s risk measure SCR “fSCR” is in the 

denominator. “%SCR” and “fSCR” correlate positively with “STD” and “StdPct”. So it is not risk itself that 

S2 captures badly but it misses the effect on risk of higher returns over the longer term. 

Table 7 confirms that Solvency II’s asset risk as “%SCR” is set lower than our economic risk “STD”. %SCR 

should be 2.6*STD. For allocations MSBE, MSAA and MSAO our STD is only slightly higher, for MLBE 

2.6%STD is about double that of %SCR. 

Table 7 shows that assets with long durations under spread risk are always to be avoided in the current 

rate environment. Long government is risky in economic Runoff but S2ratios high and so they can be 

useful as last resort to free SCR room for higher yielding assets especially if the S2ratio is too low to 

withstand a drop of OwnFunds. Private Debt and Mortgages are among the most capital efficient assets 

and IIF among the safest if Own Funds are sufficient. High Yield Short Term bonds can also be quite 

capital efficient while providing reasonable returns but some selectivity in the manager, buying only at 

sufficiently high spreads, and using niche markets like the Nordics is indicated. Real Estate is fine as a 

diversifier but economic and Solvency II risk are rather high. 

The conflicting message of Solvency II is that durations are best matched to stabilize Own Funds due to 

the artifact of considering liabilities liquid, and that bond durations should be short to reduce spread 

risk. Its more troublesome conflicting message is that government bonds with negative or low returns 

should be bought what increases the longer-term economic risk and prevents Own Funds and the 

flexibility of the company to grow.  

Duration analysis based on Cashflow Matching. 
Compare allocations with shorter and longer duration assets, short 2.8 years MSBE versus long 8.3 years 

MLBE both with classic insurance assets, and short 4.8 years MSAA versus long 8.7 years MLAA with 

some alternative assets added. Also compare to more diversified 7.0 years MSAO.  Look what parallel 

shifts of interest rates do because this is what duration matching should hedge. Given that results 

interpolate well the large shocks of “-2%” and “+2%” in table 6 suffice. 

First, compare the merits of the allocations without extra stress scenarios. For LCON and LDEC the 

average expected FixPctP50 of 2.64% for short is 0.1% lower than for long. This difference is much 

smaller than that of adding more alternatives. MSAO adds 1.7% to the MxBE allocations. In negative 

markets the short allocations immediately outperform strongly the long ones, by 0.8% at P5 and by 1.0% 

at P1 and P0.5, or said otherwise, on 1000mio initial assets our examples deliver 100mio more 

extractable capital over the Runoff for LDEC and 125mio more for LCON. MSAA can Runoff without 
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capital injection down to P0.5 while MLAA needs external capital at P1. The difference is larger for MxBE 

with larger duration difference than MxAA. The short allocations prove materially less risky including 

interest risk that is part of market risk. Even for HTM and MATCH assumptions with reduced to zero 

bond risk this holds. The HTM FixpctP1 1.0% bonus of short over long reduces for MATCH to 0.1% but is 

still there. 

Second, look explicitly at a large parallel rate shock of -2%, of our shock examples the most negative 

scenario that a larger duration should mitigate. For LDEC average expected FixPctP50 of short MSBE 

0.9% and MSAA 2.6% are now about 0.6% below that of long. At P5 already short does 0.3% better than 

long and at P1 more than 0.5%. We conclude that even for such a large interest rate drop short is less 

risky than long. Only around average or better than expected markets the long allocations do somewhat 

better but not by more than by adding some more alternative assets. 

Third, for an upward interest shock the short allocations do clearly better all over the line and much 

more so than they do worse for a negative shock. 

Conclusion is that from an economic perspective it is currently more profitable and certainly risk-

reducing to reduce asset duration, and this not because rate changes from current low levels are likely 

skewed to the upside although this adds to the argumentation. Contrarian arguments come rather from 

regulation and accounting practices.  

A larger duration gap increases the Solvency 2 interest-rate-down SCR cost somewhat but its main effect 

is on Own Funds. Liabilities are valued at present value discounted by the swap rates and increase when 

rates fall. With a longer duration the market value of assets mitigates this and as such limits the volatility 

of Own Funds. Ultimately only cash flows need to be paid when due and present value of liabilities is an 

artifact. But the Solvency cost is real for reporting. A company constrained in Solvency ratio is hurt in 

two ways: (1) less room to open the duration gap and so reduce economic risk on Runoff, and (2) less 

room to invest in diversifying higher yielding assets that are Solvency-wise more expensive than low 

yielding government bonds but that most effectively reduce Runoff risk and increase stakeholder 

returns. 

The examples also illustrate that under Solvency 2 regulation it pays to hold Short-Term High Yield 

bonds instead of Long-Term Investment Grade corporates. Return/Risk as well as Return/SCR are better. 

If an experienced manager selects the HY portfolio the loss rate is much smaller than the spread pickup. 

Short-Term is well suited to hold to maturity and so the rate and spread volatility barely matter, but only 

the spread at acquisition and that is known. Expected Credit Loss to maturity for IFRS 9 will also favor 

shorter maturities. 

Accounting principles like for instance in Belgian GAAP allow to amortize bonds from acquisition to 

maturity at constant book-yield so that whatever market price fluctuations the bond delivers stable 

income over time. Selling before maturity forces to recognize immediately unrealized gains (ucg) or 

losses, and long bonds often have the highest ucg. Suddenly reducing overall duration causes P&L 

volatility with fiscal repercussions, what affects shareholder confidence and affects customers through 
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profit sharing. Most of this can be remedied, in Belgium for instance by setting aside excess profits to 

use in later years through balance item fund for future appropriation. Considerations like this together 

with the misperception that duration matching reduces risk and with Solvency 2 regulation can explain 

why insurers hold on to long term bonds with materially negative real yields.  

Extensive analysis of Runoff with other alternatives under a range of assumptions learn to what extent 

there is real economic risk, and how this can be reduced or optimized to maximize stakeholder’s return. 

Our analysis with a wide range of assumptions and stresses indicates that in the current low rate 

environment insurers are better served by lower asset duration. This does not mean that duration 

should be reduced by swaps. Not duration itself has to be avoided, but the long term bonds that 

insufficiently reward the long term risk. Higher yielding assets should replace them whatever their 

duration. Lower durations are less risky and return/risk tends to be better for many assets with less 

duration. Duration matching is based on the misperception that this reduces interest rate risk and this 

stems from the artifact of liquid liabilities that translates to continuously offsetting their swap-rate-

discounted present value to the assets value. Shorter duration renders the allocation more flexible and 

easier to adapt smoothly to changing market conditions, but this falls outside the scope of this text. If 

rates rise substantially and the curve steepens, or if the yield gap with possible alternatives shrinks 

sufficiently, then long duration allocations can become less risky, but even for the End 2013 rates short 

durations perform better and are less risky. This analysis only points out that in the current market 

environment short allocations are better. 

Conclusion. 
To guarantee under all market conditions timely payment of liabilities that are due over the long term 

and along the way optimally reward stakeholders management needs a clear view on the risk and 

reward over the whole runoff that an asset allocation entails. The cashflow runoff under constant 

Assets/Liabilities ratio that extracts each year the same percentage FixPct of remaining liabilities 

condenses the whole runoff complexity into a single return and risk number akin the return and risk 

characterizing an individual asset. FixPct as return number depends besides on allocation and market 

conditions on the pattern of liability payments and the initial surplus of Assets over Liabilities. The 

standard deviation of FixPct, StdPct, serves as a good risk measure. This cashflow runoff framework 

allows for clear and robust investigation of the economic long-term risk and the flexibility that the 

company has for capital management and non-liability related expenses. Dependency on underlying 

assumptions, on market shocks, on allocation modifications or on changes in liabilities can easily be 

mapped and evaluated in their long-term perspective. Everything is easily quantified as percentages or 

EUR if company specific Assets and Liabilities are known. In our experience especially the EUR 

translation effectively conveys the message how material the asset allocation choices are and is 

effective to manage expectations. 

Applying this framework to current market conditions, and specifically to the duration question, the 

message is clearly that reducing duration now materially reduces risk. In most market scenarios the 

return is higher and opportunity cost for the other scenarios is low. Duration needs to be reduced by 

exchanging long term Investment Grade and Government bonds into Private Debt, Mortgages, High 
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Yield Short Duration bonds, Infrastructure Investment funds or if eligible limits of these asset types are 

exhausted even Investment Grade or Government Short Duration bonds, more or less in this order of 

preference dependent on among others risk appetite, diversification, Solvency Ratio, liquidity and peer 

comparison. Duration reduction by swaps is of no avail because not duration itself is the problem but 

the fact that the yield on long term bonds is insufficient.   

This long-term framework also learns that for a given company the Solvency II Ratio is negatively 

correlated to the economic runoff risk. For a somewhat optimized allocation constrained by this S2ratio 

the higher the ratio, the less the expected runoff return and the higher the risk of not being able to pay 

all liabilities. The misperception that high Solvency ratio and duration matching that increases this ratio 

reduce risk stems from the artifact of considering liabilities as liquid and due at any moment. This is 

effectively what is implied by the use of their present value discounted by swap-rates in quarterly 

Solvency reporting. The deficiency of the Solvency ratio as runoff risk indicator further results from 

being return agnostic whereas higher expected returns over the longer term more and more outweigh 

risk. Over the whole runoff period diversified sufficient returns are the most effective risk reducer.  

Another advantage of short duration allocations is their flexibility to adapt to changing market 

conditions. Besides the misperception that duration matching reduces ALM risk insurers also hold on to 

long term bonds to reduce P&L volatility or to more easily manage shareholder expectations. This is very 

costly over the runoff and there are mitigating remedies. Performing the full quantitative analysis of 

Runoff learns how costly and this knowledge is a prerequisite to manage wisely.  
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